1 Food and Drink

- **Coffee breaks.** Every day, there will be two coffee breaks, one in the morning and one in the afternoon. All served next to the corresponding lecture hall.

- **Lunch.** Lunch will be on your own. There is a large selection of eating options on campus. Here is a short, slightly annotated, list of places; see also the map on the workshops webpages (please excuse us for any inaccuracies):
  2. Shenkar building (Physics) - Near the lecture halls of Monday afternoon. Self service restaurant (hot dishes as well as self-composed salads).
  3. Gilman building (Humanities) - coffee shop; self-service restaurant.
  4. Social Sciences food court - Large number of food stands of various types.
  5. Faculty of Law - Humus place; vegetarian dishes self service.
  6. Broshim student dormitories - Humus place; Burger place; Aroma coffee.

2 Social Events

- **AmosFest party.** The AmosFest party will take place at the Fiats’ residence at Netiv Hamazalot 2a, Jaffa, at 20:00.
  
  Please come with warm clothes. It will be considerably colder and windier compared to other places in Tel-Aviv.
  
  Arrival to the place is a bit tricky (and some sophisticated electronic devices fail to bring you to the right place): From the Aladdin restaurant (Mifratz Shlomo 5) walk towards the church, and after 50 meters turn off the road to the right into a pedestrian-only alley which is Netiv Hamazalot. The 1st building on the right, with multiple entrances, is number 2 (not 2a). The 2nd building on the right is the right place, number 2a, with a turquoise door. This is past the entrance to the Vatican embassy (on the left). See the map on the workshop webpage for the starting point and the arrival point of this route.

- **FILOFOCS dinner.** The FILOFOCS dinner will take place at the Maganda Restaurant, 26, Rabbi Meir St., at 20:00.

3 Travel to Campus (from the Artplus hotel)

Bus 13 goes from next to the Artplus hotel to campus. Unfortunately this bus goes only every 30 minutes, and ends its service quite early in the evening. There are other, more frequent, alternatives from close to the hotel but they require changing busses en route. Bus 25, which is quite frequent, goes from King George street to the University. King George street is a 10-15 minutes walk from the Artplus hotel. You can buy bus tickets on the bus. Bikes and taxis (about 50 Shekel) are a good option as well.

On Monday and on Wednesday we will provide a minibus at the end of the lectures back to the hotel for those staying at the hotel.